Securitization and Surveillance in 2019

Present Threats to Our Privacy and Civil Liberties

Securitization is the combined oversimplification and exaggeration of complex national security-related policy concerns. In recent decades, the U.S. government has exploited sociopolitical anxieties to justify a disproportionate response to terrorism at home and abroad. As a securitized community, Arab Americans face discriminatory national security policies and inordinate threats to constitutional rights, particularly those stemming from the First and Fourth Amendments.

Excessive surveillance of targeted communities, including Arab Americans and American Muslims, is one example of securitization in the domestic sphere. While the U.S. government has justified serious transgressions of constitutional rights in defense of national security throughout its history, this dynamic has only intensified since the tragic terrorist attacks on 9/11. National security frameworks, new surveillance technologies, and dragnet immigration policies have each posed distinct challenges to the civil rights and civil liberties of securitized communities.

Section 215 and the USA Freedom Act

After the terrorist attacks on 9/11, Congress authorized new national security measures that increased the federal government’s mass surveillance capabilities beyond the two existing mechanisms, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) of 1978 and Executive Order 12333. Both the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 and the FISA Amendments Act (FAA) of 2008 authorized further incursions into Americans’ privacy. In accordance with FISA, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court) reviews individual requests from the U.S. government to conduct surveillance relating to “foreign intelligence” within the United States. Section 215 of the USA Patriot Act of 2001 expanded FISA Court-authorized surveillance to include “bulk collection” of Americans’ communications and other data. Section 215 created a secret law through FISA in which the government could collect any data “relevant” to terrorism.

In 2013, the whistleblower Edward Snowden disclosed the National Security Agency’s (NSA) bulk collection of Americans’ call records, or telephony metadata, under Section 215 of the Patriot Act. Following this shocking abuse of power, Section 215 and other provisions of the USA Patriot Act expired on June 1, 2015. However, Congress passed the USA Freedom Act the next day, which restored Section 215 and others in a modified form. The USA Freedom Act prohibited bulk collection of all American’s telephony metadata, requiring increased accountability and transparency of U.S. government surveillance activities, while extending certain provisions of the Patriot Act to December 2019.

Section 215 authorities will expire with the sunset of the USA Freedom Act on December 15, 2019. While the Freedom Act made significant advances in protecting the constitutional right to privacy, those reforms were not sufficient. The opaque and overbroad nature of Section 215 jeopardizes the privacy and civil liberties of Americans. It is unclear if Section 215 has any procedures to prevent discrimination, which is concerning given the government’s history of wrongly surveilling individuals and groups based on their race,
section 215 is ineffective in its mission to improve national security. As of 2014, section 215 surveillance had not contributed uniquely to preventing a single terrorist attack. There is no evidence to suggest that the changes made in 2015 have increased its effectiveness. Rather, since 2018, the NSA has been deleting call detail records due to “technical irregularities.” News reports suggest that the NSA has halted its collection of telephony metadata altogether, however, the NSA has not confirmed this and still has legal authority under section 215. With rapid technological advancement has come the increased use of encrypted messaging. The collection of call data appears to be not only ineffective, but also irrelevant.

**New Surveillance Technology**

Technological advances have expanded the government’s surveillance toolbox. The nation’s law enforcement agencies have increased their use of drones, which pose a great threat to privacy rights if not properly regulated. Drones may be equipped with facial recognition software, infrared technology, and speakers that can monitor personal conversations. Capable of mass tracking of vehicles and people, drones can also be small enough to go unnoticed in private spaces. State and local police departments can also track individuals’ locations by obtaining data from mobile carriers. Law enforcement has access to automatic license plate readers: small high-speed cameras that can be mounted on police cars and objects like road signs. These readers capture and collect the license plate number, date, time, and location of every scan, and store this information in databases, often indefinitely. State motor vehicle agencies have high-quality photographs of most citizens, which can be used to train facial recognition technology to create yet another method of surveillance.

Securitized communities are particularly threatened by unregulated surveillance technologies. This is evidenced by the current and proposed use of surveillance technology at our borders. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officers use the technologies described above, in addition to other methods of surveillance. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has created a security and tracking program known as the Automated Targeting System (ATS). ATS assigns algorithm-generated risk assessment scores to travelers who cross the border. These algorithms, which are also used in our criminal justice system, are highly susceptible to racial bias and can lead to unjust targeting of innocent civilians.

**Immigration Vetting**

During his campaign, President Trump promised “extreme vetting” of immigrants and a “total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the country.” Within days of being in office, he signed an executive order now known as the Muslim Ban, which barred travelers, refugees, and immigrants from several majority-countries. In February 2018, Trump established the National Vetting Center (NVC), which introduced unprecedented levels of collaboration and collocation of intelligence information across federal agencies. According to the Cato Institute, this increased investment in the U.S. vetting system is unnecessary. Between 2002 and 2016, “the chance of an American being killed in an attack committed by a terrorist who entered as a result of a vetting failure was 1 in 328 million per year.”

The NVC threatens the rights and civil liberties of almost anyone interacting with the border, whether they are U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, or people from other countries. President Trump has mandated continuous screening of immigrants to identify potential threats and generate leads for deportation. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) will monitor, collect, and retain social media information to use in decisions regarding entry, removal, and changes in immigrant status. Individuals identified by the Trump administration as members of “risky populations” must hand over five years of phone number, email and social media history as a condition of their visa application. Additionally, the Visa Lifecycle Vetting Initiative, led by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), will create a new centralized database that will store immigrants’ information such as court documents, license plate tracking data, and social media data. This database will serve the Trump Administration’s goal of continuous surveillance of immigrants, a policy that is both discriminatory and ineffective.
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